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Problem Sums Practice 

 

1. Wendy baked 3160 tarts. She sold some of the tarts and had 1976 tarts left. 

How many tarts did he sell? 

2. A farmer had twice as many cows and goats. After he had sold 140 cows, he 

had 4 times as many goats as cows. How many cows did he have in the end? 

3. Charmaine’s age is a multiple of 4 now. Next year, her age will be a multiple of 

7. If her present age is between 30 and 50 years old, what is her age next year? 

4. Billy and Charles have some magazines. Billy has 38 magazines more than 

Charles. If there are 124 magazines altogether, how many magazines does 

Charles have? 

5. Pauline scored 88 marks for her English test. Jake scored 22 fewer marks than 

her. Erica scored 31 more marks than Jake. How many marks did Jake and 

Erica score? 

6. Joseph paid a total of $270 for 3 shirts and 2 jackets. Each jacket costs $15 

more than a shirt. How much did the 2 jackets cost? 

7. At an exhibition hall, there were thrice as many adults as children. The 

number of boys was twice the number of girls. Given that there were 98 more 

adults than boys, how many people were at the exhibition hall? 

8. A fruit seller bought 6 boxes of oranges. Each box contained 265 oranges. If he 

sold all the oranges at 5 for $3, how much money will he receive altogether? 
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9. Michael sold thrice as many tickets as Tania. Donovan sold 250 fewer tickets 

than Michael. How many tickets did Donovan sell if the three of them sold 

1542 tickets altogether? 

10. Roger had 240 stamps while Hannah had 260 stamps. How many stamps 

must Hannah give to Roger so that he would have 50 more stamps than her? 

11. Mr Jim bought a computer, a DVD player and a camera for $2806. The 

camera cost $99 more than the DVD player. The computer cost thrice as much 

as the camera.  

(a) What was the cost of the DVD player? 

(b) What was the cost of the computer? 

12. Sanjay took a quiz with 20 questions. For every correct answer, he was 

awarded 3 points. For every wrong answer, 2 points were deducted. If Sanjay 

scored zero points for the quiz, how many questions did he answer correctly? 

13. Myra has 18 stickers and Doris has 4 stickers. How many stickers must Myra 

give to Doris so that both of them have the same number of stickers? 

14. Joe had twice as much money as Florence. Peggy had $60 more than Joe. The 

3 children had $240 altogether . 

(a) How much did Florence have? 

(b) How much did Peggy have? 

15. After Thomas 345 stamps to Marcus, he had thrice as many stamps as Marcus. 

If Marcus had 750 stamps at first, how many stamps did Thomas have at first? 
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